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c;::;::f-I1sPamphlet

tells you in

~ ~ simple and concise fashion

what provision should be
made in the electrical installation of
the home to ensure full enjoyment of
those forces of Electricity which the
modern home finds indispensable .
Reading this Pamphlet and realis•
ing the luxury that can be attained,
and the labour that can be saved,
through the judicious use of Elec•
tricity, you will agree that life in a
cottage , completely and effectively
wired, is far more desirable than life
in a mansion without the boon of
electrical service .
You will realise, too, that no matter
how complete your home may be,
or how luxurious in every other
particular, without Electricity it is
at best cheerless and incomplete.
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The Wiring of the Home

The

Hall
MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION
THE
in adequate Housewiring is the provision of a
su,fficient number of outlets to provide for every lamp
or appliance the owner may desire or may
decide to insta/ later.

THE INITIAL COST of a complete wmng system is small.
You put into your house a value far in excess of the small
sum which it costs-value that will prove an inexpensive
avenue to the important goal of domestic economy.
The unelectrified house is like a factory that uses hand
processes. The completely wired home opens its doors to
the whole range of labour-saving machinery.
Here the
vacuum cleaner takes over the hard labour of sweeping and
furniture cleaning-without dust, without wear, and above
all, hygienically.
Herc the electric washing machine, and the electric iron,
lift the work and weariness of the laundry from the housewife's shoulders. Here the electric fire eliminates the dirt and
drudgery associated with the coal fire. Electric time and
labour-saving appliances take the hard work out of
housekeeping.

To enable you to reap these benefits you should ensure
that sufficient outlets are installed in each room. Have a
complete wiring system installed; it is much cheaper to do
it now than to have additional "Convenience Outlets"
provided afterwards.
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IRST impressions strike deep. This
is equallr true of men and of houses.
The hal is the welcoming hand of
the home.

A cordial personality invites further acquaintanceship; an attractive
ball invests a house with an irresislible atmosphere of invitation.
When you enter your home at night your first need is light.
Beside the front door is that tumbler switch ; just a touch of your
finger and the hall is flooded with light.
A ceiling fitting (of lantern type or of totally enclosed decorative
glassware) with well shaded wall brackets will give just the type
of lighting effect your hall requires.
A light over the first landing controlled from the foot and from
the top of the stairs will light the stairway.
Gone are the days of the battery for operating the door and house
bells. The Bell Ringing Transformer has taken its pla'7. In
comparison with the batteries it has the advantage of creating no
dirt, requiring no attention, and. never going out. of order .. It is
only slightly bigger than an ordinary tumbler switch and Just as
harmless.
A Bell Ringing Transformer should be substituted for the old
type of Battery for operating the door and house bells.
A " Convenience Outlet " should also be installed in the hall for
the use of a Vacuum Cleaner to clean the hall and stairway.
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HE lighting of the Drawing Room
should be adapted to the various
social activities for which this room
is intended.

For certain occasions a brilliant overhead light should be
available, and for other occasions it is desirable to have more
subdued light from wall brackets and portable lamps.
A ceiling fixture and wall brackets will give just the kind of
general lighting you require, and for greater comfort to the eye
all lamps should be shaded.
An electric fire means a clean hearth, no ashes to be brushed
up and removed, no coal bucket to be filled, no flying sparks
to injure the carpet.

In short, electric heat in the fire-place is clean heat, sootless
and smokeless, free from fumes and ash. Cleaning is simplified,
draperies and decorations do not become so heavily dust-laden
and tarnished.

" Convenience Outlets" should be provided for
ELECTRIC FIRE
VACUUM CLEANE R
FLOOR OR TAB LE LAMP

T

HE most important consideration
in the Dining Room is the lighting
of the dining table,

For this purpose a centre ceiling fitting which will throw a.
brilliant whi!e li_ght on the table is desirable. The lamp should
be located high in the shade so as to be concealed from the vieV1
r
of the diners.
A direct Lighting Single Unit Fitting with a 100-watt pearl or
opal lamp is recommended.
As in the Drawing Room, the Dining Room should contain one ·
" Convenience Outlet " for an electric fire.

.A " Co1!-venienceOutlet " in the floor beneath the dining table
will pernut you to attach a toaster, a coffee percolator without
having wires trailing across the floor.
'
A " Convenience Outlet " near the serving or side table will
permit of the use of an electric dish warmer, and an electric kettle.

"Convenience Outlets" should be provided for
ELECTRIC FIRE
ELECTRIC KETTLE
COFFEE PERCOLATOR
DISH WARMER : :
VACUUM CLEANER
TOASTER
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The Bedroom

The Bathroom

HE lighting of the Bedroom should
provide moderate illumination throughout the room and good lighting at
the mirrors.

T

HE joy of having plenty of light in
just the right place will be appreciated
when you have the correct lighting in
the Bathroom.

A centre ceiling fitting should be mounted
close to the ceiling and controlled by a
switch near the door.

With a light above or on either side of
the mirror, giving an even illumination to
both sides of the face, many an unpleasant
cut will be avoided in shaving.

A two-branch pendant with counterweight
hung from the ceiling directly in front of the
dressing-table is recommended.

T

The good lighting necessary for my lady's
toilet will also be attained.

fire and a "Convenience Outlet" for a bed.reading lamp should also be installed.

For the general lighting of the Bathroom
a centre ceiling fitting should be added,
preferably of white enamel finish, with an
enclosed type of opal globe.

~,Convenience Outlets " should be provided for
READING LAMP
ELECTRIC FIRE
..
..
VACUUM CLEANER
..
..

Every Living· Room in the House should have a
"Convenience Outlet" for VACUUM CLEANER
..
..
and ELECTRIC FIRE
..
.•

A " Convenience Outlet " for an electric
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Electricity in the Kitchen

F

ROM the standpoint of health, comfort
and efficiency, greater pains should be
taken in equipping the kitchen with
adequate and effective lighting than any
other room in the house. Good lighting in
the kitchen will pay dividends in less breakage of dishes and fewer accidents.

In the kitchen a simple centre lighting fitting, fixed close to the
ceiling, should be installed. The fitting should preferably be of
white enamel finish with an enclosed type of opal globe, with smooth
regular surface to facilitate cleaning. A 100-watt clear lamp is
recommended for this fitting.
An additional light over the sink should also be installed; it will
prove indispensable. This fitting should preferably be of white
enamel finish with a deep opal glass shade to shield the lamp from
view. A clear 40-watt lamp will be found suitable.

The electric hand-iron is the most widely used of all electrical
appliances. Its popularity is well deserved-it has obviated the
necessity of walking to and from the range to keep the iron hot,
the handle is always cool and easily grasped, and once the iron is
heated-which takes but a few seconds-ironing can be continued
uninterruptedly. The electric iron is, above all, spotlessly clean.
In planning the wiring of the kitchen
provision should be made for an electric
cooker.

Electric Cooking
is
CHEAP COOKING
CLEAN COOKING
PERFECT COOKING
Electric Cooking is more comfortable cooking
because it prevents an over-heated kitchen.
Electric Cooking is more healthful because it
removes from the house the odour of burned
fats.
Electric Cooking is more economical because
rich juices of meats are s_aved,not lost through
evaporation.

There are on the market to-day efficient electric cookers at a
price which brings electric cooking within the reach of almost
every home.

IN THE KITCHEN
Electric cooking has many advantages over other methods.
The electric oven, free from gases that contaminate the food,
produces excellent results. Meats are richer and juicier. All the
heat generated is used to cook the food, for the heat is concentrated directly on the food. It is possible to buy smaller roasts
because so much nutriment is saved.
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" Convenience Outlets"

should be provided for

ELECTRIC IRON
ELECTRIC FIRE
ELECTRIC HOT PLATES ELECTRIC COOKER
ELECTRIC GRILL
ELECTRIC KETTLE

The Story in Pence

T

At
Your

HE good housewife be.fore. installing any ele~t~ic
appliance will naturally inquire ho~ _mud~electr1C1ty
it will consume, and what that electricity will cost.

The amount of electricity any appli!'nce takes. is marked
on it in \Vatts (W), and everr hous~w1fe can. easily calcul~te
from this figure what it wil cost m operation at any price
per unit for electricity.

Service
pJ

The Unit of Electricity is what is termed the kil<;>watthour, that is one thousand watt-hours, or a consumption of

1000 watts over a period of 1 hour
500
,.
,.
,.
2 hours
100 ,.
,.
..
10 hours
Thus a 40 watt lamp must burn continuously for 25 hours to consume one. unit of
electricity, and a 100 watt lamp continuously
for 10 hours.

or
or

T

HIS booklet has shown you how much of comfort and luxury
can be added to a home by the intelligent use of Electricity,
and how cheerle:;s even the best appointed mansion can be
without the proper application of this force.

The Electricity Supply Board charges in your district ld.
per unit for electricity consumed, and you can, therefore, burn
a 40 watt lamp continuously for 25 hours at a cost of Id.

The following table shows what various electric appliances
cost to operate with electricity at ld. per unit:
~ pence per hour
6 lb. Iron
,,
,,
Vacuum Cleaner
ii
.l
Toaster
2
.l
Boiling Plate ....
2
.1
,,
Dish-warmer ....
(I
,,
1
Electric Fire (1 K.W.)
,,
1
,,
Small Cooker ...
1
Grill
",,
Hair Drier
½
.1
Shaving Mug
s
"
Electric Kettle (3 pint)
4
"
.1
,,
Coffee Percolator
2

All thb brings home to you the imperative
necessity of having your home ef/iciently and

properly wired.

,

,

.. ....
..
..
..
..
"

In considering the above figures it must be remembered
that the majority of electric appliances are rarely operated at
maximum capacity, or for a full hour continuously. Thus a
3 pint electric kettle will boil inside a quarter of an hour.
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In the wiring of the home, as in all other matters, the really
important point is to make provision for obvious future requirements. " Convenience Outlets " should be provided now for the
appliances which you propose later to iustal. It will save you the
expense of again bringing electricians to your home and the trouble
of disarranging carpets and floors to patch up a wiring job which
should have been done properly once and for all.
May we therefore offer you the willing cooperation of our staff in the solution of your
electrical problems free from zmy obllg11tlon or
ch11rgeto you ?

We realise how difficult it is for the ordinary non-technical
person to design the lay-out of the wiring of their home. We have
a common interest in seeing that your home is so wired that
you may enjoy to the full the benefits of Electricity, and that you
may become a really satisfied customer of ours.
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